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About This Game

The game has no story. Developer decided that it distracts you from the gameplay.

Take control of a mutated heart, generating bleeding venous distention, in which you can poke the syringes. Clear your way
from the filth, on the way to a world free from propaganda.
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The game allows you to freely accelerate (middle mouse button)

 50 basic levels

 4 Bosses

 20 additional levels with bonus games

 More than 30 kinds of warring characters

 7 syringes combinable as you like

 There are no timings (almost)

 This game is not a mobile port

Attention!
Before buying please try demo, to exclude questions about compatibility with your PC.
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Publisher:
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I just post a review to vote this game up because I feel it doesnt deserve that many negative votes, but while I'm here I'll try to
give something.

PROS:
- it's pretty funny
- the metaphorical part of this game is huge and it really cuts deep .
- it doesnt take itself very seriously (could it anyways ?)
- tons of 4th wall breaking moments, and I LOVE it.

CONS:

- although the fighting system is a pretty big part of the game, its balance is really weird and unpolished.

 (example, you can get a negative status that makes your char unable to attack for the next turns, if you heal this status the
monster might just throw the same attack the next turn and put the status back again immediately, if the game was more
polished, healing a status would make you immune to said status for at least a turn in order to avoid that kind of spam....
that being said, it's pretty insignificant.)

In the end, it's a low price RPG maker game, sounds terrible right ?

Yet it's awesome. sweet, there should be an entire game just full of stuff like this. It's a fun change of pace from your usual
P&C game. If you like stuff like Demetrios' Big Cynical Adventure and Rusty Lake Hotel then this is for you. Funny, surreal
and entertaining while not very complicated.

The only thing that really annoyed me is that the dialogues are endless and I can't seem to speed them up. This game could have
done with more minigames and less endless debate.. kinda gay tbh. A very plain, simple and boring puzzle game, not a lot of
effort went into creating this game, to be honest it seems and feels like a copy and paste from other games of similar design, just
with a different theme, the game is merely here for a +1 to your game/ perfect game count, and nothing more.. This Game has
such high potential. The Release date says "July 18, 2014", so I'm not sure if they're still going to release it or not, but I fully
think they should. It's a fun little RTS game, and could eventually have an unlimited campaign / skrimish options.

The graphics are obviously on the low end side, but it doesn't take away from the game itself. I like the over view AoM / Sim
City game play style, although I think it needs better map navigation.

It's unique, and powerfully addicting. Or maybe that's because I have a weird Zombie Addiction.
But to wrap this review all up, I really think this company needs to push forward and release this.

- I I I. No wonder it was so cheap, its as bad as a game you would get for free in a box of cereals.. This game made me
sewerslidal. this game is so bad...i must have been drunk when i bought it. Never even played it...if I could refund it, i would.
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I've been searching for a game to scratch a more serious (non arcadeyish, at least in terms of health) single player cover based
shooter itch I have in VR.

This game is how I'd imagine Time Crisis in VR with a Payday esque theme would be.

You have the option of Rookie (3 lives) or Hard (1 life? I haven't actually tried it yet). When you begin, you start behind a cop
car, you have about 3 seconds to get into cover and then the action begins. You have to kill all the bank robbers before you are
moved to the next position, and that's it. It's a hard game, but to me it's a ton of fun.

I love that you HAVE to take cover, you have to blindfire (because if you are out in the open for too long, you are going to get
hit). I LOVE that the AI attempts to suppress your position. I LOVE that they also take cover and you can (at least seemingly)
suppress them as well. It just adds up to a really fun time.

I'm not sure what the next updates will bring but I look forward to it, and for the price, the experience is a steal.. Illogical from
start to finish,imo. Very disappointing to play. The graphics were nice though.. DLC to satisfy COD kiddies of their infantile
urges to "pwn newbs". Doesn't even add weapons, and the Spec Ops are nothing special. For contemporary games to charge this
much for what are essentially map packs which add NOTHING to the gameplay is an indication of where the current video and
computer game industry is headed.. \u0425\u0443\u0434\u0449\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u0441
\u041f\u0412\u041f \u0440\u0435\u0436\u0438\u043c\u043e\u043c. Good family fun game! Honestly, it needs DLC.. Okay,
let's see how my 10 minutes with this game went (now farming cards before uninstalling this crap):

You click a door on the main menu.
You get some prentious nonsense. You then click a door on some statues' butt (what)?
You then (I kid you not) play a spermcell flying through a rec-tum (why is this censored?), on the way to the eggcell (note: fairly
sure they're not there). As you approach the egg turns into the moon and a collision occurs.

Next up you're in a room. Thee's a cellphone which has a bunch of ???'s since translation be damned and a puzzle that makes no
sense and does nothing. Upon reach a button and pressing Q you get to a labyrinth that hurts the eyes. If you're making it
through that (my eyes!) you get to a door. Click door.

New room. You walk through a few walls taunting you then walk down a hallway. Then I fell through the gameworld.
Intentional I thought till the playarea vanished, and about 3 minutes later still nothing happened but falling. Can't reset, have to
go to main menu. Selecting door on main menu (to restart?) just gives an empty bar instead of the intro, and... stuck. Great
quality guys.
Not that I would even consider restarting if I had to mind you.
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